


  
Looking for a reception venue? 
  The Coward Suite at Hampton Hill Theatre 

• Competitive rates 

• Superbly appointed rooms 

• Air conditioned 

• Dedicated Duty Manager to look after you 

• Lift accessible 

• Optional bar facilities 

• Ample space for your catering 

• Flexible layouts 

• Disabled toilets and nappy changing facilities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

   

90 High Street 
Hampton Hill 

TW12 1NZ 
www.hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk 

Why not call us on 07957 307370 
Or e-mail hires@hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk  

 
 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
For reasons of safety, glassware must NOT be taken into any part of the 
auditorium. 
 

Latecomers will be admitted at the first convenient moment provided that 
no interruption or distraction to the performers might be caused. 
 

All gangways, passageways and stairways must be kept free from 
obstruction. Persons are not permitted to sit or stand in any gangway. 
 

The taking of photographs and the making of sound and/or visual 
recordings in the auditorium are not permitted. 
 

An infra-red hearing assistance system is available in the auditorium but 
not in the Coward Room.  Personal systems with a T-switch will require an 
additional unit available in the foyer.  'In ear' headsets are also available.  
 

Wheelchair positions are available in both stalls and the balcony. The Box 
Office Manager will be happy to discuss your requirements. 
 

TTC Ltd, as managers of the theatre, reserves the right to refuse admission 
and to make alterations to the programme and cast without notice. 

http://www.hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk/
mailto:hires@hamptonhilltheatre.org.uk


 
 
The Regina Monologues is the first of our two one-act plays this evening. 
Written by Rebecca Russell and Jenny Wafer, it was first presented by 
Tidemark Theatre at Abbey Theatre, St Albans on 10th July 2004. 
 

“This play is extremely well-researched, and not only do we get a real 
insight into what each wife might really have thought of their situation, by 
putting it in a modern context it also makes history leap off the page and 
implies that we are probably not all that different from our 16th century 

sisters” 
Katy Lewis, bbc.co.uk 

 
 

Ladies in Waiting: The Judgement of Henry VIII was written by James Cougar 
Canfield in 2015. It has been performed in USA, London and at the 
Edinburgh Fringe, where it came to Linda’s attention. 
 

 
LADIES IN WAITING: THE JUDGEMENT OF HENRY VIII was first presented by Tier 
5 Theatre Project at the Bread and Roses Theatre in Clapham, South London from 
29th March to 2ndApril 2016. It received its USA premiere at the Stephanie Feury 
Studio Theatre in Los Angeles from 12th – 24th June 2017. 
  
James Cougar Canfield is an award winning playwright and actor. A graduate of 
the MFA Acting International program at East 15 Acting School in East London, 
Canfield has won the Texas Educators Theatre Associations Playfest Award, the 
Alley Theatre’s Houston Young Playwright Exchange Award, and shortlisted by the 
10 by 10 in the Triangle Award in North Carolina. He has had his original plays 
produced throughout the USA and UK, including Ladies in Waiting: The Judgement 
of Henry VIII (also originating the role of Henry VIII) which has toured throughout 
the USA and UK, including sold out runs at the Edinburgh Fringe (nominated for 
the Drayton Arms’ Eddies Award) and Hollywood Fringe Festivals (chosen as a Pick 
of the Fringe). Contact: ladiesinwaitingplay@gmail.com.  Twitter: @james_cougar 

 
 

mailto:ladiesinwaitingplay@gmail.com


 
 

“I wrote Ladies in Waiting: The Judgement of Henry VIII in the fall of 2015. 
It began as a solo show, Henry VIII in purgatory, facing his sins, reconciling 
his actions with his wives. It was around that time I saw Wolf Hall on 
Broadway during a summer visit to NYC in between terms at grad school.  I 
was blown away by the depth rightfully afforded to Anne Boleyn (brought 
to life by Lydia Leonard’s delicious performance). The idea came into my 
head: what if all six of Henry’s wives were given the opportunity to be this 
three dimensional?  
 

So the solo show was scrapped. I decided we’ve heard enough of Henry’s 
voice anyway, it was time to let these six important, historical, forgotten 
women tell their side of the story. Now, in 2018, the story has a new 
resonance, especially in the wake of #MeToo. Suddenly the play stands for 
something more important than I ever intended it to - these are women 
facing their oppressor and saying “enough.”  
 

Ladies has had an amazing journey, from its preview in London, to its sold 
out run at the Edinburgh Fringe (where I had the absolute pleasure to 
stumble upon the Teddington Theatre Club team at the bar afterwards), to 
recently spending the past year winning awards and selling out shows 
throughout the United States.  Something I couldn’t have even imagined. 
 

I am so proud to have my words spoken by this new cast with this new 
staging here at Hampton Hill Theatre. I hope you enjoy this little Tudor 
drama and don’t lose your head.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
This wonderful process for me started two years ago on my fifth trip to the 
Edinburgh Fringe. I came across a production of Ladies in Waiting: The 
Judgement of Henry VIII and, having always been fascinated with all things 
Tudor, I persuaded my two friends to accompany me. 
 

I was completely blown away with this production and decided there and 
then this was the next piece I wanted to direct. With Dutch courage 
courtesy of a few wines pre- and post-show, I managed to accost the 
director and writer, James Cougar Canfield, who was also playing Henry in 
this production, in the corridor of the Radisson Hotel.  He agreed to let me 
have the script and the two-year process started. 
 

As is the case with Fringe shows, the length of the piece was only 45 
minutes, so we needed to find something to accompany it which would also 
work in the Studio and complement Ladies.  The piece suggested was The 
Regina Monologues, a modern take on the story of Henry and his six wives. 
I had seen this piece a few times and loved the concept but wanted a fresh 

approach and what better way 
to do this than to have two, 
young, talented, male 
directors Michael Bishop and 
Josh Clarke have a look at it. To 
my delight they loved it and 
immediately had ideas on how 
to present the piece in a new 
way which resonated with my 
vision. 

 
 

Since my trip to Edinburgh I managed to land myself a job at Hampton Court 
Palace, my dream place to work, so what better location to have our first 
production meeting than the privy kitchen at the palace itself. From that 
day on Team #henryandthequeens was born and what a team it has 
become.  
 



Not only have I been blessed with these two clever chaps, we were also 
further blessed when Sarah Perkins took on the thankless task of becoming 
our production manager, no easy task I can tell you. 
 

Between us we managed to 
cast six of the most fantastic 
queens and one very majestic 
Henry. The team grew when 
the talented Margaret Bolton 
and Lesley Alexander agreed 
to take on the costumes, 
which on a weekly basis take 
our breaths away.  With Tom 
Shore and Charles Halford at 
the helm with lighting and sound and steering us through the week the 
formidable Bridget Arnold and Harri Osborne, I couldn’t be luckier. 
 

The Tudors are the most famous English royal dynasty, their name 
remaining at the forefront of European history thanks to films and 
television. Of course, the Tudors wouldn’t feature in the media without 
something to grab people’s attention, and the Tudors - Henry VIII and his 
three children Edward VI, Mary, and Elizabeth I - have given us two of 
England’s most famous monarchs. 
 

The Tudors are also important for their actions as much as their 
reputations. They ruled England during the era when Western Europe 
moved from the medieval to the early modern, and they instituted changes 
in government administration, the relationship between Crown and 
people, the image of the monarchy and the way people worshipped. They 
oversaw a golden age of English writing and exploration as well as an era of 
infamy, being one of the most divisive families in Europe. 
 
Welcome to Court! 
 

Linda Sirker  
 



Thank you all for coming!  We have had an absolute blast directing The 
Regina Monologues and we are so grateful for Linda getting us on board. 
Her passion and enthusiasm for all things Tudor really inspired us to get 
involved. Linda told us all her plans over breakfast at Hampton Court Palace 
on a cold morning in March and from then on, we were very excited to get 
the ball rolling.  
 

The Regina Monologues is so brilliantly written and it’s very different from 
anything we’ve come across before. It was really interesting comparing the 
six women we know from history to the six women presented within the 
play. We decided to modernise the script further by using multimedia 
elements to flow alongside the script, making the whole piece feel that ever 
bit more relevant to today.    
 

We would like to thank our amazing cast for their talent and commitment 
to the project and our fabulous crew who helped make our vision a reality. 
We hope you enjoy it as much as we’ve enjoyed directing it, it’s been a 
wonderfully rewarding experience. Think we need a drink now…. 
 

Josh and Michael  

Please be aware there is colourful language in both plays, 
where pertinent to the action, and so parental guidance 

for under 12s is advised. 
 



 Helen Geldert 

 Amanda-Jade Tyler 

 Karin Carlson 

 Tanya Gardner 

 Emily Dixon 

 Tracy Frankson 

 Paul Furlong 
 

 

Ladies in Waiting: The 
Judgement of Henry VIII

 Linda Sirker 
 

The Regina 
Monologues

 Josh Clarke  
Michael Bishop 

 Sarah Perkins 

 Tom Shore 

 Charles J Halford 

 Bridget Arnold 

 Harri Osborne 

 Lesley Alexander 
Margaret Boulton 
assisted by Margaret Williams 

 Heather Stockwell 

 Jojo Leppink 

 Jeremy Gill 
 

Thanks to Mart Stonelake for our chopping block 



 

 

Cathy 
Catherine of Aragon 
 

Helen joined TTC in 2010 when she discovered that 
she had moved into a house opposite a theatre.  
Since then she has been quite busy at TTC in After 
Electra (Haydn), Under Milk Wood (Polly Garter 
and various roles - Swan nomination), Sleeping 
Beauty (Queenie), Dinner (Wynne), ‘Allo ‘Allo 
(Mimi) and Present Laughter (Daphne).  Other 
appearances at this theatre include September in 
the Rain (Liz), Talking Heads (Bed Among the 
Lentils), A Little Night Music (Mrs. Nordstrum), God 
of Carnage, Dead Guilty, Rehearsal for Murder 
(Monica) and A Woman of No Importance (Rachel). 
Helen hails from the North of England and has 
spent many holidays in Spain to perfect Catherine’s 
accent. 
 
 

Amanda-Jade has enjoyed many roles at TTC 
which include Helene in Festen, Bertha Mason in 
After Mrs Rochester (Swan Award), Kitty in The 
Drowsy Chaperone, Theresa in Boy Gets Girl, Paige 
in Dinner and Abby in The Mercy Seat.  Amanda-
Jade is ‘The Most Happy’ to be playing the roles of 
Annie & Anne Boleyn and working with such an 
amazing cast and crew, plus wearing a beautiful 
Tudor dress handmade by the talented wardrobe 
ladies.  Amanda-Jade has thoroughly enjoyed 
researching Anne Boleyn and reading several 
biographies, although unlike AB, AJ is hoping not 
to lose her head! 
 

 
Annie 

Anne Boleyn 
 



 
Jane 

Jane Seymour 
 

Since joining YAT (Youth Action Theatre) seven 
years ago to play Miranda in Return to the 
Forbidden Planet, and TTC a year later for Beauty 
and the Beast, Karin has performed in numerous 
plays across a range of genres. She has loved every 
minute of it, and it led to her applying to and 
attending drama school in 2016.  Some of her 
favourite roles include Estella in YAT's Great 
Expectations (also directed by the lovely Michael 
Bishop), the Prince in TTC's Snow White and Anna 
in her drama school production of The Government 
Inspector. She is now racking up on-set hours to 
pursue a career in stunts, but hopes to continue 
acting for many years to come. 
 

This is Tanya's second production for TTC after last 
performing eight years ago in After Mrs Rochester. 
Her love for theatre is evident by the drama 
degree she did in the distant 1990s and the plays 
she has written for local drama festivals. She is a 
member of Historic Royal Palaces, which includes 
Henry’s old stomping ground Hampton Court 
Palace, and is a history bookworm and feminist, so 
playing a Tudor Queen is a dream role for her. 
 

 
Anna 

Anne of Cleves 
 

 

Katie 
Katherine Howard 

The youngest of our queens, Emily is 19 and she 
has been performing with YAT for the last three 
years, where she met director Josh Clarke. This 
year she has played the fearsome chaperone Miss 
Bott in Blue Stockings and the Grand High Witch’s 
mute acolyte in The Witches which she says is her 
most interesting role to date. This is Emily's first 
TTC production and she hopes not her last.   
 



Tracy joined TTC 20 years ago to play Trixie Martin 
in Daisy Pulls It Off at the Vera Fletcher Hall. She 
has also enjoyed performing with RSS, Q2, St. 
Mary’s Drama Group and OHADS. Her favourite 
roles have been wheelchair-bound Girl in Just 
Afloat, pollen-struck Dorothy in Stepping Out, 
lovelorn Catherine Sloper in The Heiress, the 
exuberant ‘OAP’ Celia in Love Me Slender and 
bookworm Beryl in From Here to the Library. Most 
recently she relished playing Laura in Still Life. She 
has never played a ‘baddie’ before and is looking 
forward to going over to the dark side…….at least 
for half of this production! 
 

 

Katherine 
Kathryn Parr 

 

Henry 

Paul has been involved in theatre from a young 
age, ranging from pure physical theatre pieces to 
more traditional on-stage and backstage roles. 
Following a Swan award-nominated depiction of 
the fiercely protective Marco in his last TTC 
production, A View from the Bridge, he was 
delighted to be cast as the infamous and deeply 
flawed Henry VIII in this unique production 
amongst such truly talented actresses.  
 
Previous credits include co-director of Harrower's 
Blackbird, lighting director for Taming of the 
Shrew, stage manager for Stags and Hens & Loot 
and ‘treading the boards’ depicting over 26 
characters in numerous worlds ranging from 
Narnia to New England, via an 11th-century 
Scotland as Lady Macbeth. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Director, Ladies in Waiting: The Judgement of Henry VIII 
Linda has been a member of TTC for over 18 years, during which time she 
has played many roles including more recently, the Winter Fairy in the 
panto Sleeping Beauty and Linda Fawcett in Jez Butterworth’s Jerusalem. 
She last stepped on stage in many various roles in Under Milk Wood.  Linda 
has also successfully directed for both TTC and RSS, winning a best 
production Swan Award for both Amanda Whittington’s Be My Baby for TTC 
and Dermot Bolger’s From These Green Heights for RSS.  Linda’s love of 
history, especially the Tudors, has made this project one of her favourites 
to date.   
 

Co-Director, The Regina Monologues 
This is Josh’s second production with TTC after appearing as Johnny in Still 
Life last November. He has been a member of YAT since 2013, most recently 
appearing in Blue Stockings and The Witches. He has a degree in Film and 
Theatre Studies from the University of Reading and was President of the 
Drama Society during his time there.  Josh is also a very keen director and 
most recently directed The Government Inspector (YAT, 2017) and Tartuffe 
(Edinburgh Fringe, 2016).  
 

Co-Director, The Regina Monologues 
Michael has been a member of TTC since 2006. Usually found in the tech 
box, this rare foray into directing couldn't have happened without the 
support of Josh Clarke, who gave Michael the confidence to have a voice. 
Michael was overlooked for the part of Henry, but is sure Paul will do a great 
job. His additional work on the projections and social media marketing was 
a new challenge and much appreciated by the rest of the team. 
 

Production Manager 
Sarah has been a member of TTC since 2012 when she appeared (all of her!) 
in Calendar Girls and has been active in numerous roles ever since - acting, 
bartending, stewarding and even directing (AD, Under Milk Wood).  This is 



her first outing in the PM role here which she is also trying to do for BROS’s 
High Society later this month in Richmond Theatre.  Ask her in November if 
she will take it on again! 
 

Lighting 
Tom teaches drama at The Heathland School in Hounslow.  He has played 
Claudio in Much Ado About Nothing, the lead in Alfie, Steve in A Streetcar 
Named Desire, Katurian in The Pillowman (all for TTC) and Edgar in King Lear 
(RSS, Swan nomination).  In 2017 he was involved in lighting French Twist, 
Under Milk Wood and Still Life & Red Peppers (TTC). He wants to thank 
Charles in advance for providing the third and fourth hands required to 

manage the concurrent lighting and projection cues needed for this piece. 
 

Sound 
Charles has been a member of TTC since 1977. Recently he has designed 
and operated sound for My Boy Jack, Colder Than Here, Rent (assisting), 
Betrayal, Jerusalem and Stones in his Pockets. He also helps to run the bar. 
 

Stage Manager 
Bridget has been a member of TTC for over 13 years, during which time she 
has been involved with numerous shows as stage manager, crew, and sound 
operator, and she is also an active member of the bar team. The last show 
she stage-managed was The Mercy Seat in the Studio. 
 

ASM 
After a four year break, Harri has returned to HHT armed with a theatre 
degree and bags of enthusiasm; she is very happy to be back.  She was 
recently stage manager for The Matchgirls, and has plenty more shows lined 
up.  Often found loitering backstage, this is the first show she has crewed 
where she gets to put her feet up throughout the performances. 
 

Costume Design & Execution  
Winning a Swan award for their Jerusalem costumes has raised the bar for 
Lesley and Margaret, so they have pulled out all the stops to provide 



historically accurate and sumptuous costumes for Ladies in Waiting. They 
are grateful for donations of fabric and trimmings from TTC members which 
enabled them to keep within budget and hope no one recognises their 
recycled curtains on stage. 
 

Costumes 
Margaret has been interested, some may say obsessed, with costumes for 
many years, making her first dress before leaving junior school.  The first 
one she made for TTC was a butterfly costume and the most challenging 
was the Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz which had to look like a dustbin.   
 

Choreography  
Heather has appeared on the Hampton Hill stage on numerous occasions 
with both TTC and BROS. Most recently she has appeared as Fairy 
Godmother in TTC’s Cinderella, with leading roles in Pippin and City of 
Angels for BROS. She is often found helping and advising on hair and make-
up and this year turned her hand to directing as AD for the multi Swan award 
nominated Stones in His Pockets. 
 

Photography 
Jojo has been photographing local theatre groups for nearly ten years and 
founded Handwritten Photography in 2012.  She can also be found working 
for YAT, TTC, BROS and various other companies stage managing, building 
sets, hiding in the lighting grid and, occasionally, on stage acting.  Jojo has 
even been known to attempt all of the above at once - although that was 
when her knees were better. 
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Teddington Theatre Club is affiliated to 
the Little Theatre Guild of Great Britain 

and to Arts Richmond.  
This production is entered for the Arts 
Richmond Swan Awards for Drama and 

Musicals. 



 

Echoes of the War 
By J.M. Barrie 
J.M. Barrie’s gentle fiction to mark 100 years since the end of WWI 
Wed 14 Nov – Sat 17 Nov 2018 
Coward Studio 

Pink Mist 
By Owen Sheers 
When the battle’s over, their war’s just begun 
Sat 20 Oct – Fri 26 Oct 2018 
Auditorium 

For up-to-date information on TTC and the Theatre, and to book tickets 
online, please check our website: www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk 

Postal bookings are accepted on publication of the booking form.  
Telephone enquires open two weeks before each production.  

Call: 0845 838 7529 (Open Monday to Saturday 1.00pm to 8.00pm) 
 

To enjoy good theatre locally, join TTC today. It is easy to join as an audience 
member, or as a full performing and technical member. 

Teddington Theatre Club is a Club Theatre open to members and their guests. 
Each month, details of forthcoming productions are mailed to each member 

together with Theatre, our club magazine and newsletter. 
All are encouraged to help with Front of House, Bar and Marketing activities 

of the Club and Theatre. To find out more please visit our website 
www.teddingtontheatreclub.org.uk or call our Membership Secretary on  

020 8287 2663 or complete one of the forms you can find in the Foyer. 
 

TTC’s short season to commemorate 
the end of the First World War 


